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(( What was the, case ” 1 

’cc Licraturhd ‘ popliteal artery from gun-shot 
wound?’ 
‘I He seems to be all right ” ‘1 
U Yes, quite. He was found wallring in the wood 

near the huts a few hours after the operation, beillg 
‘fed up ’ with bed.” 

N.E.-No one seemed to, mind or to think it any 
slur’ on their nursing. 

As far as possible, make i t  easy for the patient to 
lie in the ‘desired position and help him or her to 
get over the first miserable days of helplessness. ’ 

’rhis may be don9 in many ways, Ey a little 
pillow here or there do relieve pressure, without ’in?‘ 
any way altering position, by great care of the back 
and also in lifting and turning. 

A look out should always be kept at meal-time t o  
ensyre th? a junior nurse has not, with a cheer- 
ful (( I didn’t know he couldn’t reach it,” just left 
the feedei where it can be seen but not got at. 

Chest bands of Listdn splints should be looked 
at  daily ,and readjusted firmly whenever necessary. 
This is au important point in keeping the Liston 
ihimovable. The lower bandages may he beauti- 
fully firm and neat, but if the chest one gets 5 t h  
all slat$, you can always get a wobbly movement’of 
the ~plihf;,~ 

There seems to be as many ways o$ putting up 
fractures as there ‘are different kinds of fractures. 
’ Of aI1 methods I have met with, putting up a 

fracture *in plaster, to my mind, takes the palm, 
You can’t put i t  on when there is much swelling, 

or if it is a compound fracture, or if a dressing has 
to be done four hourly,” I have been told again and 
again. 2nd to dl this’ I reply, “ You can, you can, 
you can.” ’ 

I admit a skilful surgeon must put on the plaster,. 
but ghea  that, it is easy enough. Like most 
recently certificatcl nurses, I was fully persuaded 
that all the ways of my beloved St. Botolph Hos- 
$ita1 were right, and that anybody or anything, that 
difTered from it*was wrong. ’After leaving I took a 
post at  a provincial hospital, where the house surgeon 
was from St. James’8. 
‘ He, ,tod, thbuiht ibis ways were the only ones, 

and one of his ways was plaster, for all sorts and 
conditions of fractures. . , . 

Of course,’ for some time I saw no good in it, 
“ so uncomfortable,” I thought, (‘ for the patient ; the 
foot goed ’blqck (or nearly), and one day something 
will happen ! It malres the Tvard in a horrid hiess.” 

And truly i t  did, till I Iearnt to o o b r  tny beiptF- 
ful polished floors, and also my beds. ’ ’ 8 ; 

But as I began to s?e‘resultg I.gave in completelf 
and entirely. There wag almost always good union, 
and rarely shortening. Also there was very little 
discomfort for the patient after the first few hours. 
Even this can be lessened by aidin8 the plaster 
to dry quickly. This is attained by balring,al1p1astBrr, 
before use (to get, rid ,of ‘any. dbmpne’ss) atid by 
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mixing in coZd water. ’ Plaster so tre’ated should be 
firm in two hours if surrounded at  once by hot”  
bottles, You can tell by the sound of a sharp tap 
when it is ‘( done.” The extremity, whethdr hand 
or foot, “needs careful matching, and should ;.bell 
warmly wrapped up. If on pressure on the tobs or 
fingers the spot is left pallid, with the blood return- 
ing to it slowly or only after an interval, yoqlmow 
that a snip of the plaster or bandage is indicated. 
If the part gets swollen and blue and nothine will’ 
warm it, the surgeqn must be summoned qulcldy, ‘ 
and if he cannot be ,got at, remove the plaster. 
This is seldom necessary when the plaster is put on 
by an experienced hand. 

As the smelling of the limb decronses the bandages 
can be tightened up without moving the splint itself. 

The flannel when cut for the plaster (good housed 
flannel is best) should have a Vap between its two 
halves, so that i t  will surroun8 the Iitnb entirely 
when the swelling has ceased. 

If used for compound Eractureh, :say of the tibia 
and fibula, the plaster can be put on in two lateral 
halves, or as an anterior or posterior splint, accord- 
ing to the wound and its requirem,ents of dressing. * 

The limb can always be left iamovable on one 
half of the splint while the other is lifted off. 

If drainage is required right through a limb it is 
always easy to cut a window ” in the’plaster when 
wet. A fcktured femur put up mith a plaster 
from, and .surrounding ’the abdomen to the ankle, 
with an extension and weight according to age, and 
a Liston on the bad side, must really bb determined 
not to unite well, if i t  does not do so. 

* Further, with these appliances, I will defy Xanip- 
son himself to move his leg the smallest fraction of 
an inch. I I  

I n  regard to the much vexed question of moving 
these cases, I always find i t  best to’ roll the patient’ 
gently; and as little as possible, on the bad’side . . e  when‘ 
replacing sheets, &e. 
1 am sure it disturbs the injured bone less’ thin 

supporting it, however carefully, a$ you must do if 
YOU roll the patient on the good side. 

Back and side wooden splints are %till much used 
for -fractures of the lower leg; and all nurses, there- 
fore, ehould learn to pad them well. 

The padding should *be very even, but nbt ’to3 
thick, as a very thiclrly-padded splinb is likely to 
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